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"What ls that?" This question, asked with a certain degree of annoyance, is a not uncommon primary response, even
among the initiated, to Jessica Stockholder's sculptures and installations' so great is her work's challenge to good taste and
common sense. Her pieces consist of all manner of found objects - pieces of furniture, old clothes, real and plastic fruits,
working light bulbs - joined with assorted fabrics, building materials and paint. At first and even at second glance they
may appeat to be no more than haphazard amalgams of junk. Then one begins to notice order amidst the chaos. Despite
their quirky and casual appearance, these are formally balanced abstract compositions in which the roles of shape,
line, and colour are played by a very large cast - the stuff both of art (paint) and life (plastic tubs, balls of yarn, and so
on). As Stockholder tends to work with brightly coloured objects and paints, her work is the antithesis of drab "junk'
scur't'tlt 'J;Jl,l.,irXi|iil;iltilffLi3X i^!'lXl*u rormar order or her work - as the rrame ror a distinctive brand

t lof-chaos, one in which the relationships between contradictory things are explored. Taking familiar objects

-- rut of context and setting them in juxtaposition with other similarly displaced objects to generate complex
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i",ltf'Jt"gs of both meaning and form, Stockholder creates work that is multidirectional and open-ended,
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and evocative, scrambling the contexts of things known. Her juxtapositions provide a jolt to
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the intellect; they provoke the spectator to draw from his
or her own thoughts, memory and experience in a game of
association with her art.

At thirty-six, this Canadian-American artist has earned an

international reputation for two distinct but related bodies of
work: portable sculptures and temporary, site-specific, room-
scale installations. In her installations, found objects, abstract
forms and architectural elements are integrated with one
another as well as with the architecture of the gallery itself.

When I met with Stockholder in her Brooklyn studio
this summer, she lvas in the midst of devising just such
a work, an installation which goes on view this October at

the Dia Center for the Arts in New York. Asked how she

begins, she immediately answered, "by visiting the space."

Then, working with floor plans and photographs back in
her home or studio, she plans the erection of a column here,

the demolition of a wall segment there, the construction
of ramps and platforms, and the demarcation of sections
of wall, floor and ceiling through the use of carpets, tiles,
fabrics and swaths of paint in attention-grabbing hues.

But when asked how she plans to use the bizarre collection
of found objects - in this case a fifteen-foot-high plastic
swimming poo1, a column of shirts stuffed with newspaper,

a bunch of purple plastic packing crates, and seventy lamps
of different styles and shapes - her large brown eyes grow

says, "l really don't know'''

clothes, carpets, and furniture found in her parents'base-
ments. Stockholder's next installation, at Mercer Union in
Toronto in 1988, was entitled Indoor Lighting for my Father.

In addition to a tangle of wall-mounted lighting fixtures,
it included a floor-to-ceiling column of five hundred pairs

of men's and women's underwear stuffed with newspaper,
suggestive, possibly, of childhood conflicts regarding
sexual identity.

Stockholder, who has lived and worked in New York for
the past decade, was born in Seattle in 1959. A year later
the family made a permanent move to Vancouver, hence her
dual Canadian-American citizenship. In light of the flctional
character of her art, it is not surprising to learn that her
mother and father were professors of English literature, both
teaching at the University of British Columbia. (Her mother
retired last year.) From an early age, she sought to define

herself within this family structure through her interest in
art. By age fourteen she was taking private art lessons

from friends of her parents, most important among them
the sculptor Mowry Baden, with whom she would also

study while an undergraduate at the University of Victoria.
The enveloping quality of his work and what she describes

as "his attention to formal events - how materials affect
you as you move" have had a lasting impact on her art.

As a student, Stockholder began by making paintings
on unstretched canvas joined with other materials such as

velvet, carpet and sequined fabric. She moved on to reliefs
in which found objects and abstract elements played off
each other across wall surfaces, and then to installations.
The summer of 1983 was a turning point; before leaving

Canada to begin her MFA at Yale she created an architec-
turally-integrated work in her father's back yard (her

parents had been separated for a decade). Framed by the

rectangular shape of the yard and the architecture of the
garage, the assemblage consisted of a red-painted double
mattress, a cupboard door, a cascade of chicken wire, and
a long, blue-painted swath of grass and adjoining vine.

At Yale, Stockholder concentrated on installation work
geared to architecturai interiors. Bath,her MFA thesis

show in 1985, consisted of a triangular column of newspaper,

papier-mAch6 and styrofoam which extended down from
the ceiling and into a pink refrigerator lying on its back, its
door removed, filled with yellow water; the refrigerator, in
turn, rested on a stack of hay Beside the hay was a pl1.r,vood

and concrete ramp. A partially painted and plastered couch
was bolted to the other side of the wall. By the time of her
graduation, then, Stockholder had arrived at her mature,
personal style with regard not only to the types of materials
and juxtapositions found in her art, but also to the quality
of the metaphorical play In Bath, a pink receptacle lying
on a soft bed is penetrated by a vertical column, a not-so-
veiled allusion to sexual union.

Stockholder identifies Frank Stella as an artist whose work
she looked at a great deal during her student days. Her
use of colour looks back to a generalized sixties sensibility
(found not only in Ste11a, but in Post-Painterly Abstraction
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a sire ror the personar
to be mixed with, compared to, or made into concrete
reality," Stockholder said in rggz. "Whatever fiction

orEairative exists in it, of course, comes from my life, but
I hope that my work is open enough to provide hooks
for other people to hang their experience on..." Stockholder
often speaks of fiction in relation to her work and indeed,
entering one of her installations is like stepping into the
space of fiction, a world of her own invention that unfolds,
like literature, through time. One of Stockholder's first
installations in a public space was The Lion, theWitch and
the Wardrobe, presented at Artists Space in New York in 1985.

More austere than her subsequent works, the piece con-
sisted of a ramp that cut across the low-ceilinged basement
space and ended at a lump of concrete, asphalt, and green
fabric. A wide yellow stripe extended the length of a gallery
wall, interrupted by a cut in the wall that revealed a small
room behind. The title came from C.S. Lewis' classic chil-
dren's book about four children who find, in an ordinary
wardrobe, the doorway to a land of enchantment - a story
that serves as an apt metaphor for her art.

Stockholder's art is the product ofrvhat she refers to as

her "inner life" - her keen intelligence, fertile imagination
and personal history. Childhood memory and family back-
ground figured prominently in a number of her earliest
gallery installations. It's Not Over'Til the Fat Lady Sings,
presented at the Contemporary Art Gallery in Vancouver in
1987 was literally made up of objects from her past: old
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Mixed media
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and Pop Art) in which high key and fluorescent colours
activated flat painted surfaces. But her sense of composition
can be traced specifically to Stella's work of the seventies

and eighties, in which the abstract play of form was carried
forward into real space. Gradually, Stella moved from low to
unprecedentedly high reliefs, in which curved trajectories
of painted metal protruded from the picture plane.

Stockholder's work also has its origins in painting and
has likewise moved increasingly into real space. Although
her installations exploit found objects for their content
in a manner that Stella's do not, the formal distribution of
elements within her installations recalls some of the ideas

about artmaking that Stella expressed in the Norton Lec-
tures, delivered at Harvard University in the mid-eighties. If
abstraction was to survive and develop, Stella argued, one

of the richest courses it could pursue would be to translate
the thrusts, counterthrusts, and illusionistic projections
into and out of space found in OId Master painting (and

particularly in the art of Caravaggio) into three-dimen-
sional space. In her room-scale abstract compositions,
Stockholder follows suit, breathing new life into the abstract

tradition by making literal the illusionistic ambiguities of
surlace and space found in painting.

Judy Pfaffwas a visiting faculty member at Yale when
Stockholder was studying there. By the mid-eighties, the
British-born artist, who is thirteen years Stockholder's
senior, was making portable and permanent wall-works,
many of them of monumental proportions, in which a vast
array of things - beach balls, plastic fruit, lamps, furniture,
and so on - was introduced into a compositional vortex
held together by formal relationships. Some of the elements
rested flat against the supporting wall in such a way as to
make the wall integral to the work. Stockholder's installa-
tions differed from Pfaff's, however, in their more extensive
structural integration of architecture, and in their preoccu-
pation with metaphor. As well, Pfaff's work tends to display
a positivism and a polish lacking in Stockholder's, the
younger artist's work having a distinctively nineties deflated
quality: art ambivalent about its classification as art. Art
hanging on the edge of non-art.

In the sculptures she began to create in 1988 (after she had
finished her studies and moved to NewYork), Stockholder
focused particular attention on the relationship between
freestanding assemblages and the gallery wall. She sees the
wall as a surrogate for the picture plane; at least one of the
components of each of these multi-part works is attached
to the wall behind, Included in Stockholder's May t995
solo exhibition at the S.L. Simpson Gallery in Toronto was
a tlvo-part sculpture in which a dark green beanbag chair,
encrusted with paint and objects, rested on the floor. Behind
it, a bright orange retractable electrical cord was coiled on
a wall-mounted holder. One end of the cord was plugged
into a socket in the wall. The top portion of the beanbag
was painted in a vaguely Constructivist manner; blue, gray
and yellow quasi-geometric segments struggled to assert
themselves against the bulbous form upon which they

had been superimposed. A squashed pink plastic ball and

crinkled lengths of red and yellow yarn adjoining a bit
of lace-edged flowered fabric achieved a peculiar balance
near the base of the chair.

While the beanbag chair recalled the basements and
family rooms of one's youth, isolated in a gallery situation it
resembled a buoy or flotation device, the sense of inflation
oddly reinforced by the deflated pink ball. Following these

lines of association, the electrical cord and holder suggested

the fishing rod and line that reeled in this strange floating
object. (From certain angles, it looked like a tugboat or
duck.) At the same time, one experienced a physical reaction

to the squat, pliant form: a sense of limpness and collapse

was evoked. As a soft sculpture geared to bodily address,

the work recalls Process Art, its closest precedent being Claes

Oldenburg's soft sculptureslike Giant Hamburger of t962,
j4..,fte collection of the Art Gallery of Ontario.

Ofn SIXtIe ?b,t.u.tio, to pop to
Process Art and beyond, Stockholder's art draws on myriad
sources. There is, in fact, hardly an art movement from the
early twentieth century onward not alluded to or educed

at some point in her work. One finds Cubist fragmentation,
Fauve colour, Dada and Surrealist unreason and found
objects, Constructivist organization, and so on. Stockholder's
eclecticism is part of what makes her art distinctly postmod-
ern: she views art history as an image bank to be drawn from
or violated at will. But of all the artists whose work can be

cited as precedents for her art, Robert Rauschenberg is by far

the most significant. In the mid-fifties, Rauschenberg began

to produce works that he called Combines, assemblages

in which found objects were intermingled with expression-
istically painted passages, generally on canvas supports.
Rauschenberg's significance for Stockholder resides in the
fact that, like her, he exploited both the formal properties
of his materials and their cultural and personal associations.

"People mention Rauschenberg all the time in relation to
my work," says Stockholder. "When I was in L.A. recently
I went to see his work at the Museum of Contemporary Art.
One thing I noticed is his work is always very contained,
the borders are very clear. In my work my interest is always

in having some sense of a piece of paint sliding from one
object to another." Stockholder does, however, recall her
first encounter with Rauschenberg's Monogram G955-59),a
landmark work in which a taxidermically stuffed goat is

encircled by an automobile tire. For decades it has served as

a kind of icon of incongruous juxtapositions, the very model
of the tlpe of play of associations she seeks in her own art.

Stockholder's art extends the assemblage tradition estab-

lished by Rauschenberg by expanding it to an environmental
scale (as did Kaprow and others in the late fifties), but also

by melding it with the abstract tradition as it was passed

down by Stella. Whereas Rauschenberg would mark an object
with paint (such as the multicoloured face of Monogram's
goat) to assert its immutability, Stockholder superimposes
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OId et i arf course, by no means alone in her revitar-
ization of the assemblage tradition. Many of her con-
temporaries come to mind, among them Cady Noland, Aln
Hamilton (a fellow student at Yale), and Nancy Rubins,
whose work Mattresses and Cakes was the centrepiece of
this year's Whitney Biennial. It consisted of about z5o dis-
carded mattresses of different sizes and colours trussed
and hung from cables above the viewer's head; gooey iced
cakes were smeared on the mattresses, provoking thoughts
of sexuality, scatology, and eating disorders. Although this
work shares with Stockholder's the use of found objects
set in juxtaposition and bodily address, its focus on a single,
particularly potent pair of elements, its physical massive-
ness (bringing the work closer to John Chamberlain than
Rauschenberg), and its monumental heroics set it apart.

Stockholder's lighter touch can be felt in Sweet for Three

Oranges, a room-scale installation presented at La Caixa
Foundation in Barcelona earlier this year. Here, abstract
order was wedded to poetic ambiguity. A freestanding red
brick wall divided the room. To the left was a cluster of metal
birdcages filled with oranges and suspended between floor
and ceiling with cables. Behind the oranges, also suspended
between ceiling and floor, was a cluster of small evergreen
trees. To the right of the brick wall, two space heaters stood
facing a section of the gallery wall from which a large frag-
ment of sheetrock had been removed. The resulting geomet-
rically-shaped break in the wall surface served as part of
alarger abstract composition painted on the wall to the left
and extended with lengths of masking tape to the right.

As one moved through the installation, one became
increasingly aware of the play of rectangles and rectangular
volumes: they appeared in the stones of the gallery floor,
in the bricks, in the break in the gallery wall, in the grid-like
configuration of the birdcages, and elsewhere, thus impos-
ing a subtle formal pattern on disparate elements.

On an imaginative level, though, there was a corre-
spondence implied between the oranges and the trees, both
things of nature, set against the rest of the elements in
the installation which were industrially produced. Space
heaters provided heat and warmth. Thken in tandem with
the yellow-painted gallery wall, the grassy green colour of
the brick wall, the yellow-toned light bulbs that protruded
from it, and the trees and the oranges, the notion formed
that this was perhaps the space of a sunlit garden. In
contrast, a starker, cooler back room featuring a constella-
tion of turquoise ropes suggested the night. Stockholder's
own romantic (but cryptic) associations regarding this back
space were revealed when she wrote in her statement on
the piece, "... it is more clearly separate with its back turned
toward the viewer. Like a woman bathing her genitals from

an idealized abstract plane upon common objects, often
having passages ofpaint "slide" from here to there, uniting
whatever lies in their path so as to question the integrity
of objects and draw attention to an overall abstract order.

behind (I am thinking of Degas)."

In her reference to Degas' nude female bathers, Stock-
holder makes rare acknowledgment of the undercurrent
of eroticism present in her work. On one level, her instal-
lations can be viewed as a characteristically "feminine"
kind of nest-building, involving the gathering of the stuff
of domestic life: furniture, carpets, clothing, foodstuffs,
knitting yarn and so on. On another level, Stockholder's
materials - from newspaper-stuffed undergarments to
fruits, light bulbs, pipes and cables - often serve as surro-
gate body parts. The play of opposition established between
these and other materials - hard/soft, straight/curved,
Iimp/erect, machine-manufactured/handmade - evoke
charged stereotypical contrasts between the male and
female. Ramps, columns, wall openings and paint-smeared
walls contribute to the sexual ambiguity and tension.

Ultimately, the sub-theme of eroticism holds Stockholder's
work together as effectively as does its formal structure.

The content of Stockholder's work is barely discussed in
the critical literature. When it is, its significance is generally
denied. Although Stockholder herself has often spoken of
the "open narrative" contained by her work, critics such as

|ack Bankowsky and David Pagel (writing in Artforum and
Arts Magazine respectively) have denied the relevance of
iconographic interpretation, claiming, as Pagel has said, that
Stockholder's work is "opposed to stories and associations."
While some writers have condemned her work as decorative
and lacking in ideas, most take her work seriously, often too
seriously, to the extent that its wit and whimsy are obscured.

The installation at the Dia Center in October will be

Stockholder's most cacophonous and elaborate undertaking
to date. Among the elements she intends to include are

the swimming pool, stuffed shirts, purple plastic stacking
crates and lamps mentioned earlier, as well as a welded
steel structure that will traverse the space above the viewer's
head; a pink carpet suspended between floor and ceiling,
with little threads sewn to its pile that rvill be blown by an

electric fan; dozens of yellow electrical cords extending not
only across the gallery ceiling but also into the lobby and
out the windows to the third-floor bathrooms; fluorescent-
green linoleum and a layer of concrete poured on the floor;
and orange, green, purple and yellow painted walls. But
despite all her planning, when Stockholder actually enters
the gallery to begin the installation, all bets are off. For
Stockholder, the experience promises to be a breakthrough.
The project departs from previous ones in the amount of
lead time and resources available to her. This is a highly
visible show in a major New York venue; her critics will be

watching. While her slower, more deliberate working pro-
cess has yielded what might seem a dangerously complex
compounding of effects, at this point, more than a decade

into her career, one has faith in Stockholder's ability to
control chaos. For the viewer entering the installation, it
will be like stepping into a strange yet oddly familiar
Iand ofsight, sensation and thought: Stockholder's allusive
space offiction. r
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